Making Music into Every Cell of the Body

I had the great pleasure on a recent trip to Budapest to meet Professor Desire’ Dubounet and to get a treatment on her new CyberMagnetic™ Chair. It was quite fascinating and made the Eductor treatment much deeper. I was told I have a genetic disposition known as Marfan Syndrome. The CyberMagnetic Chair detected the chromosomal damage and I was told it could perhaps open an epigenetic closed gene. After the treatment I noticed improvement in my vision, and my body seems to be responding to the treatment. I did feel a much more powerful session than ever before. The music sent me into a trance and my life past flowed before my eyes. Imagine Music slowly gathering strength and penetrating to all of the cells in your body.

Everybody has some epigenetic genes locked up in the DNA. There is evidence that opening with music and meditation these epigenetic genes could improve anyone’s health. Music alone works by the sound vibrating the ear and skin. These sonic vibrations do not go deep and are easily dissipated. The magnetic signal collects strength as it captures more magnetic action.

The CyberMagnetic Chair converts the sound into a magnetic pulse that is pushed into the stomach chakra. The water molecules on the body have a magnetic pole and they start to band together and slowly the water molecules make the sound wave grow deep into all the cells of the body. Then the body reacting magnetic field coming from the heart chakra is measured.

Water is a Para-Magnetic Substance

A Constant Stimulation of a Pulsing Magnetic Field will slowly cause a resonating cascade effect that will allow the Magnetic Field to slowly gather strength and expand and permeate into the body. The CyberMagnetic music will expand throughout the body. Thus the music will slowly permeate all of the cells.
A Constant Stimulation of a Pulsing Magnetic Field will gradually create a resonating cascade effect that will allow the Magnetic Field to gradually collect power and expand and permeate into all of the cells of the body. The CyberMagnetic music will expand throughout the body. Thus the music will slowly infiltrate all of the cellular functions.

“The Cybernetic loop of input music, measure reaction, and change input gives an autofocus therapy that maximizes the therapy effect. This has been the key to all major technology development as that feedback makes the most of any therapy. Any electrical process has a magnetic component. There is a body electric, so there is a magnetic component to the body. We used this with the SCIO Eductor therapy and now we have added magnetic sound to the mix of therapies.” said Prof Desire’. “You can just imagine your favorite relaxing or stimulating music penetrating all of your cells like never before”. It was a health experience like no other.

Nearly all cells in the body share mutual components, regardless of their type. Two of the common elements of all cells are water and ions. Ions are either positively or negatively charged particles that help conduct electro-magnetic pulses from within or to without the cell. The electro-magnetic pulses allow the cell to function. Without ions, a cell cannot live. Even the smallest of difficulties produce dis-ease. Life is truly an electrical thus magnetic process.

In a normal healthy cell, water and the ions are distributed around the cell with all of the positive ions on one side and the negative ions on the opposing side. The ions which live outside of the cell in the tissues will align with those inside of the cell so that opposing poles are together with the cell membrane between them (see diagram of healthy cell below). This allows fluid, oxygen and nutrients (fluid exchange) to move freely in and out of the cell, while maintaining the natural balance within the cell (homeostasis). Cybermagnetics makes the ions vibrate + restore health.

In a diseased (injured) cell, the positive and negative ions do not stay on opposing sides of the cell. They are disrupted and scatter randomly around the cell. At the same time the ions on the outside of the cell membrane also become scattered as they try to find their opposing pole, this results in cellular imbalance. Extra fluid from the tissues outside the cell is able to penetrate the cell which in turn pushes vital nutrients, hormones, water and electrolytes (salts) out of the cell. The cell’s capability to function is greatly reduced and cellular degeneration begins which if not corrected will lead to the cell dying. Energetic medicine can stop the disease and restore health.

Ionic distribution in healthy cell, diseased cell,
Magnetic therapy has always been a bright prospect for medicine, but has failed to impress. But now with a cybernetic loop, and music pulse guidance into all of the cells, the future looks brighter. Professor Desire' has brought to us all a new way forward in epigenetic therapy and relaxation imagery. You should try this.
MUSIC IS LIFE
That's why our hearts have beats
CyberMagnetics™ Drive the Music
deep into all of the cells of our body
Music can Heal

Just Think what can happen when all of your cells start to dance and vibrate to the music

--All Pics courtesy of Prof Desire’ Dubounet--